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ASP ASPIRE & CINA Nail Art creates a
New “We Love Acrylics nail style”!
That your clients are sure to love too!

Valencia, CA – December 1, 2011

Create enhancements that are creative and strong!
Nanotechnology inspires A.S.P. Aspires Acrylic Powder
and Liquid line. Nanotechnology is the science of
shrinking down molecules to a smaller level to create a
tighter bond to the nail and a cleaner, clearer nail. The
self-leveling formula requires little to no filing! ASP
Aspires Acrylic Powder is becoming one of the hottest
new powder and liquid formulas for the professional nail
technician.

This professional formula is one of the key ingredients to
creating a masterpiece. Incorporating media into nails
creates a unique sleek way to show off your client’s love
for a professional salon set of nails. The clear or white
powder can also allow pure raw pigments to be mixed
in the powder to create an ultra bright set of acrylic
enhancements, 3-d nail art or as a base to polish over.
Create the “We Love Acrylics style” with a little added
benefit of nail art from the Cina Nail Art line. Using
Cina’s Punky Princess and Palace Posh is a great way to
create a Valentines work of art right at your clients’
fingertips!
The ease of this formula creates an easy
workability so no air is trapped between
layers when building the nail, so leave the
bubbles in the bathtub where they belong.
The ASP Aspire Powder and liquid is
guaranteed non-yellowing formula so your
nail appearance stays healthy and clean.
Reap the benefits of this inspirational and
creative acrylic powder by going to your
local Sally’s Beauty Supply for your very own
today. Or log on line at www.aspnail.com
for more great ideas and inspirations!
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